Correspondance Grothendieck Serre Colmez Pierre Jean
Pierre Serre
grothendieck-serre correspondence - imj-prg - abstract (correspondance grothendieck-serre) ce volume
contient une grande partie de la correspondance math ematique entre aothendieck et j-prre. cette
correspondance constitue une intro-duction particuli erement vivante a la g eom etrie alg ebrique des ann ees
1955{1965 (p eriode faste s’il en fut). oberseminar algebra and geometry ws 2018/19 the ... correspondance grothendieck{serre. edited by p. colmez and j.-p. serre. soci et e math ematique de france,
paris, 2001. bogomolov 1988: the brauer group of quotient spaces of linear representations. math. ussr-izv. 30
(1988), 455{485. ekedahl 2009c: approximating classifying spaces by smooth projective varieties. book
review: correspondance grothendieck-serre, volume 50 ... - initiative of p. colmez and j-p. serre. to
welcome it, the société mathématique de france has started a new series, documents mathématiques. warm
thanks are in order. the period covered by these letters witnessed ... book review: correspondance
grothendieck-serre, volume 50, number 9 arithmetic geometry conference warsaw, 14.07.2013 { 19.07
- conjecture for a. at the lecture, following an idea of j.-p. serre (proc. sym. in pure math. 55), i will present an
explicit construction of ast ... cal langlands correspondance between locally analytic representations of gl(2) ...
in this joint work with p. colmez and v. paskunas we will sketch the proof of the following result: the montreal
... tate’s work and the serre-tate correspondence - imj-prg - tate’s work and the serre-tate
correspondence pierre colmez abstract. the serre-tate correspondence contains a lot of tate’s work in a casual
form. we present some excerpts that show how some of tate’s best known contributions came into being. serre
and tate have been close friends for over 50 years and their correspondence,
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